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Abstract—Millions of compounds are now available in chemical libraries and scientists have to test these compounds against biological targets in order to identify lead compounds. The identification of lead compounds is a key step in the drug discovery process. So, there are many hierarchical clustering algorithms are developed and modified for that purpose. Ward algorithm is one of the most popular hierarchical clustering algorithms that are used in many applications in the drug discovery process because of it is accuracy. But, it has limitation to handle large data sets within a reasonable time and memory resources. In this paper, we evaluate and compare two parallel approaches to run ward algorithm. The two approaches are parallel for loop and MapReduce framework. The results show that parallel for loop failed to reduce computational time of ward algorithm due to overhead needed for data communications. But, MapReduce framework shows considerable reduction in computational time. The parallel ward algorithm saves 17% of time using three nodes and saves 58% of time using six nodes using MapReduce.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The drug discovery is the process of making or identifying an organic molecule (lead compound) that would bind to a biological target with fewer side effects. It consists of seven steps: disease selection, target hypothesis, leads compound identification, lead optimization, pre-clinical trial, and clinical trial and pharmacogenomics optimization [1]. Chemoinformatics is a new discipline emerging from storing, manipulating, processing, design, creation, organization, management, retrieval, analysis, dissemination, visualization, and use of chemical information. Sometimes it’s defined as the application of informatics methods to solve chemical problems [2]. Chemoinformatics are used in lead compound identification and optimization steps. The use of Chemoinformatics becomes a critical part of the drug discovery process as it accelerates the drug discovery process and reduces the overall cost [3].

Clustering is used increasingly in preliminary analyses of large data sets of medium and high dimensionality as a method of selection, diversity analysis and data reduction. Compared to the other costs of drug discovery, clustering can add significant value at minimal cost [4]. Many clustering algorithms are available for Chemoinformatics but the most popular clustering algorithm is ward clustering algorithm. This algorithm used in many applications in drug discovery process such as compound selection, compound acquisition, High-Throughput Screening (HTS), Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationship (QSAR) analysis and Absorption, Distribution, Metabolism, Elimination, Toxicity (ADMET) prediction [5-12].

In this age of data size and processing explosion, parallel processing is essential to process a massive volume of data in a timely manner. Different parallel processing techniques are available, but the most popular techniques are parallel for loops and MapReduce framework. Parallel for loops is a technique used by parallel computing toolbox in matlab. The iterations of for loop are divided across number of workers to speed up processing time. These iterations must be independent of each other’s. MapReduce is a scalable and fault-tolerant data processing tool that enables to process a massive volume of data in parallel with many low-end computing nodes [13]. MapReduce framework used to solve the molecular docking for large-scale virtual screening that is needed to retrieve a large number of small molecules that meets a certain requirements from database [14]. The results show that parallel for loop takes more time than traditional sequential for loop. This is due to overhead time needed for data communication between different workers. On the other hand, MapReduce framework shows a good performance in term of time compared with traditional sequential clustering. The result shows that MapReduce saves half of time using six workers. The
organization of this paper is as follow. In section two, ward clustering algorithm is overviewed. In section three, Parallel for loop and MapReduce are overviewed. In section four, the proposed work is presented and the result is discussed. Finally in section five, conclusion and future work are given.

II. WARD CLUSTERING ALGORITHM

Clustering methodology has been developed and used in a variety of areas including archaeology, astronomy, biology, computer science, electronics, engineering, information science, and medicine. The current main uses of clustering algorithms for chemical data sets are to group homogeneous compounds into a cluster based on a model of similarity measures to determine its activity and to identify the chemical compounds (lead compounds) that display the desired behavior against specific biomolecular target [3]. The overall process of clustering involves the following steps:

1. Generate appropriate descriptors for each compound in the data set.
2. Select an appropriate similarity measure.
3. Use an appropriate clustering method to cluster the data set.
4. Analyze the results.

In step 1, there are different ways to represent chemical compounds but the best way is descriptor-based representation. There are descriptors that reflect the structure of compounds and others that reflect the physiochemical properties of compounds [15]. In step 2, there are different distance measures such as hamming, Euclidean and soergel distance and Tanimoto, dice and cosine coefficients. Euclidean distance is the best for numerical descriptor and Tanimoto is the best for binary fingerprint [16]. In step 3, different clustering techniques can be applied in Chemoinformatics. In step 4, the result is analyzed to determine the accuracy of clustering output.

The clustering process is unsupervised, that is, there is no predefined grouping that the clustering seeks to reproduce. In contrast to supervised learning, where the task is to establish relationships between given inputs and outputs to enable prediction of the output from new inputs. In unsupervised learning only the inputs are available and the task is to reveal aspects of the underlying distribution of the input data. Clusters can be overlapping or non-overlapping. In overlapping clustering, compound can occur in more than one cluster. Each compound is a member of all clusters to a certain degree. In non-overlapping clustering, each compound is a member of exactly one cluster. The majority of clustering methods used on chemical data sets generate non-overlapping clusters [2].

Non-overlapping clustering can be hierarchical or non-hierarchical. In hierarchical clustering, data set is analyzed in an iterative way, such that at each step a pair of clusters is merged or a single cluster is divided. The successive levels can be visualized using a dendrogram, as shown in Fig.1. Each level of the hierarchy represents a partitioning of the data set into a set of clusters. In non-hierarchical clustering, the data set is analyzed to produce a single partition of the compounds resulting in a set of clusters.

Hierarchical can be agglomerative or divisive. In agglomerative clustering, the hierarchical method starts with all compounds as singletons and the clusters are merged iteratively until all compounds are in a single cluster. With respect to the dendrogram in
Fig. 1, it is a bottom-up approach. In divisive clustering, the hierarchical method starts with all compounds as a single cluster and iteratively splits one cluster into two until all compounds are singletons. With respect to the dendrogram in Fig. 1, it is a top-down approach.

The most popular agglomerative hierarchical clustering method that has a wide range of applications in drug discovery process is Ward clustering algorithm [5-12]. Ward clustering methods implemented using stored-matrix algorithm, this matrix contains all pairwise proximities between compounds in the data set to be clustered. Each cluster initially corresponds to an individual compound. As clustering proceeds, each cluster may contain one or more items. The stored-matrix algorithm proceeds as follows:

1. Calculate the initial proximity matrix containing the pairwise proximities between all pairs of clusters in the data set.
2. Scan the matrix to find the most similar pair of clusters, and merge them into a new cluster.
3. Update the proximity matrix by inactivating one set of entries of the original pair and updating the other set with the proximities between the new cluster and all other clusters.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until just one cluster remains.

The proximity calculation in step 3 typically uses the Lance-Williams matrix-update formula in Eq. 1.

\[ d[k,(i,j)] = \alpha_i d[k,i] + \alpha_j d[k,j] + \beta d[i,j] + \gamma |d[k,i] - d[k,j]| \] (1)

\[ \alpha_i = \frac{N_i + N_k}{N_i + N_j + N_k} \] (2)

\[ \alpha_j = \frac{N_j + N_k}{N_i + N_j + N_k} \] (3)

\[ \beta = \frac{-N_k}{N_i + N_j + N_k} \] (4)

\[ \gamma = 0 \] (5)

Where \( d[k,(i,j)] \) is the proximity between cluster \( k \) and cluster \( (i,j) \) formed from merging clusters \( i \) and \( j \). Using this sequential implementation, ward algorithm is unable to handle large chemical data sets in reasonable time and memory resources. It requires \( O(n^2 \log n) \) computation time where \( n \) is the number of clusters [17]. In recent years, researchers try to modify algorithms to run in parallel manner. In [18] a parallel version of SLINK algorithm is developed. In [19] a parallel version of hierarchical clustering is designed on an \( n \)-node hypercube and an \( n \)-node butterfly. In [17] hierarchical clustering is performed using several distance matrix based on PRAM. Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) and MapReduce become the most popular approaches for parallel processing [20, 21]. MapReduce will be used to run ward clustering algorithm in parallel manner. The computation of stored matrix will be divided across multiple machines to improve the performance of ward algorithm. In the next section, different parallel techniques are overviewed.

### III. Parallel Techniques Overview

There are different techniques used to implement algorithms in parallel. But, the most popular techniques are Parallel Computing Toolbox and MapReduce framework.

Parallel Computing Toolbox is used to solve computationally and data-intensive problems using multicore processors, GPUs, and computer clusters. It uses the full processing power of multicore desktops by executing applications on workers that run locally. Without changing the code, the same applications can run on a computer cluster or a grid computing service. The parallel applications can run interactively or in batch. One of the most popular methods in parallel computing toolbox is parallel for loops. The parallel for loop invokes the traditional for loop but in parallel manner. The number of parallel for depends on the number of available workers. Typically, the only difference between iterations is defined by different input data. In these cases, the ability to...
run separate iterations simultaneously can improve performance. The only restriction on parallel loops is that no iterations be allowed to depend on any other iteration.

MapReduce is a programming model and an associated implementation for processing and generating large data sets. Users specify a map function that processes a key/value pair to generate a set of intermediate key/value pairs, and a reduce function that merges all intermediate values associated with the same intermediate key. Programs written in this functional style are automatically parallelized and executed on a large cluster of commodity machines. The run-time system takes care of the details of partitioning the input data, scheduling the program's execution across a set of machines, handling machine failures, and managing the required inter-machine communication. This allows programmers without any experience with parallel and distributed systems to easily utilize the resources of a large distributed system [13].

Fig.2 shows MapReduce architecture consists of two phases: map and reduce. In the map phase, the mapper (the algorithm that specifies a map function) takes as input a key/value pair, and it outputs a sequence of key/value pairs. In the reduce phase, the reducer (the algorithm that specifies a reduce function) takes as input all the key/value pairs that have the same key, and it outputs a sequence of key/value pairs which have the same key as the input pairs; these pairs are either the final output, or they become the input of the next MapReduce round [22]. We consider Hadoop, the most popular open-source implementation of MapReduce. Hadoop uses block-level scheduling and a sort-merge technique to implement the functionality for parallel processing. The Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) handles fault tolerance and replication for reading job input data and writing job output data [23].

![Fig. 2. Architecture of MapReduce](image)

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Ward clustering algorithm calculations depends on distance matrix. This matrix is symmetric, with zeros in the main diagonal; only a triangular half of the distance matrix is stored and computed. The computation of distance matrix is divided across P workers. Each worker computes part of distance matrix as show in Fig.3. In parallel for, the workers are multicore processors. In MapReduce, the workers are independent machines. Then distance matrix is scanned to find minimum distance. The distance matrix values are divided across P workers. Each worker gets the minimum distance for its local values. Then another worker is initiated to get minimum distance of these minimum distances.

Parallel for-loop experiments are implemented in Matlab, under Windows-7 operating system, Intel core-i5, 2.5 GHz and Ram 4 GB. MapReduce experiments are done on Amazon Elastic MapReduce (EMR). EMR utilizes a hosted Hadoop framework running on the web-scale infrastructure of Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2) and Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3). EMR enable user to determine number and type of map and reduce instances. In our experiments, parallel ward clustering algorithm is run over four instances (three map instances and one reduce instance) and seven instances (six map instances and one reduce instance) with M1.large processing capabilities for each instance. For sequential ward clustering algorithm only one instance with M1.large processing capabilities is used. Table 1 shows the Processor Architecture, Virtual
Central Processing Unit (VCPU), Elastic Compute Unit (ECU), Memory, Instance Storage, Elastic Block Store (EBS) and Network Performance specification of each M1.large instance.

The NCI data set is used [24]. Two random subsets are taken from NCI data set. NCI-1 subset contains 500 compounds and NCI-2 subset contains 1,000 compounds. Over this subset, BCUT descriptor found in Chemical Development Kit is used [25].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Set Name</th>
<th>Sequential</th>
<th>Parallel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>three workers</td>
<td>six workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCI-1</td>
<td>32.34</td>
<td>52.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCI-2</td>
<td>527.91</td>
<td>758.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows the time required in minutes to run sequential ward using one node and parallel ward using three maps and one reduce nodes, and six maps and one reduce nodes over two subsets of NCI data set using MapReduce framework.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Set Name</th>
<th>Sequential</th>
<th>Parallel three nodes</th>
<th>Parallel six nodes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NCI-1</td>
<td>29.03</td>
<td>24.15</td>
<td>12.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCI-2</td>
<td>482.98</td>
<td>402.46</td>
<td>201.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4 shows time required for sequential and parallel ward clustering using Parallel For; NCI-1 subset takes in 32.34 minutes in sequential, 52.91 minutes in parallel using three workers, 58.11 minutes in parallel using six workers. NCI-2 subset takes in 527.91 minutes in sequential, 758.16 minutes in parallel using three workers, 830.39 minutes in parallel using six workers.

![Fig. 4. Time required in minutes for sequential and parallel ward algorithm using Matlab Parallel For](image1)

Fig. 5 shows time required for sequential and parallel ward clustering using MapReduce; NCI-1 subset takes in 29.03 minutes in sequential, 24.15 minutes in parallel using three nodes, 12.11 minutes in parallel using six nodes. NCI-2 subset takes in average 482.98 minutes in sequential, 402.46 minutes in parallel using three nodes, 201.28 minutes in parallel using six nodes.

![Fig. 5. Time required in minutes for sequential and parallel ward algorithm using MapReduce](image2)

The results of parallel for-loop show that sequential ward produce results better than parallel one. So, parallel-for is not a solution to reduce computational time because of data communication time between workers. On the other side, MapReduce saves 17% of time using three nodes and saves 58% of time using six nodes compared to sequential one. So, as the number of workers increase, the time required to cluster data set decrease.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In the age of parallel processing and explosion of data size, MapReduce framework is preferable for processing large chemical data sets in timely manner fashion. In this paper, two different parallel approaches are used to implement ward in parallel manner. Experimental results show that MapReduce saves 17% of time using three nodes and saves 58% of time using six nodes. But, parallel for-loop failed to reduce computational time due to communication time needed between workers. In future work, other different parallel approaches will be used such as GPU and OpenCL to determine the best parallel approach for ward algorithm.
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